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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Carnpus Elriefs
SCIENCE AWARDS
The National Science
Foundation has awarded a
$23,500 research grant to Dr. H.S.
Ahluwalia, associate professor of
physics and astronomy at UNM.
Dr. Ahluwalia will investigate
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We feature
exciting
petites
for the
sophisticated
Cv-ed
Come by soon
we think you
will agree

"Cosmic-Ray Intensity Variations
During Years of Increasing Solar
Activity." The grant will finance
at least two graduate .:.tudents
who will work on the year-long
project with Dr.' Ahluwalia.
The project involves the
analyzation of high-grade solar
data collected atop Mr.
Chacalp'aya, Bolivia. Dr.
Ahluwalia was a visiting professor
there in 1966, when solar activity
began to increase substantially.
Right now solar activity has
leveled off at an extremely high
activity rate.

See what Beauty by Mary Kay can do for you.

242·8935

true scents in soaps, candles, aersols
candle wonderlond-28 colors, 81oper lengths
unusual foreign and domestic novelties

Upward Bound Due for Kudos

11ann

rug-knit-crochet
embroidery-crewel-tapestry
60 yarns-1600 shades

By SCOTT SANDLIN
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gold leal-dip glass-felt
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•
antiquing-beads-styrofoam
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ETHNIC STUDIES

qnatto,

There will be a joint committee
meeting on ethnic studies July 22,
7:30p.m., at the Newman Center..
The committee has been set up by
UNM President Ferrel Heady to
research a proposed program on
Afro-American, American-Indian
and Mexican-American studies at
the University.

~anno &-

CJttt6.
Hoffmantown
Center
Wyoming at Menaul
298-8920

SESSION CHAIRED
Dr. Klaus Keil, geology
professor at UNM is chairing a
session of the annual Conference
of Electron Microprobe Society of
America July 16-18 at the
California Institute of
Technology.

1830 Lomas N.E.

Nob Hill
Center
Central at Carlisle
268-6366
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To Friedo:'K"wos oman.
To the Village, he was on outsider.
To the Castle, he didn't exist.

Summer Lobo
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
RATES: $1.00 for the first :five

Maximilian Schell

TERMS: Cash
1)

PERSONALS
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FOR RENT

ANNE BANCROFT
DUSTIN HOFFMAN
KATHARINE ROSS

THE

GRADUATE

FOR SALE

By CASEY CHURCH

An all-university constitution,
"equally binding" on faculty,
students, and administrators is
now in the works for UNM.
The constitution is being
drafted by the Committee for the
Revision of the Constitution of
the Associated Students this
summer and will go up for student
referendum in October.

One nice pair deserves another

Sylvan
Style #6156 f'or licr ... $50.00
Style .;!6151 For liim ... $42.50
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Try for Meaning
John R. Jones, regional director
for the Upward Bound program,
says, "we're trying to make
education meaningful, relevant.
We're taking a Catholic
approach-presenting all sides of
the picture. We want to rekindle
the excitement of learning.
"These kids have something to
say that the academic community
rarely want to listen to. They can
bring a freshness and a lack of

The Committee drafted a
resolution at a meeting July 16
that called for the "sharing of
responsibilities and authority" by
faculty, students, and
administration, the university's
"three encompassing
components."
"The purpose is to establish one
continuous judicial system up
through the Regents,'' said
Senator John MacGuffin,

~ans

T};Acn~ms WANTf:D. So.~u"'t.,..hw-cs~t,-enlire
Wmt & Alaska. Good salaries. Southwest Teaehel'!l AJ:eney, 1303 Central NE.
l'hone 242-3645.

$1.00 per day
Color Reasonable

Race Discussed
Bill Orzen's race and cultural
relations class talked about
stereotyped, discrimination, and
second·class citizens. They read

WEEKEND FUN; Weekends mean a lot of good food and time to rap, for the 45 students on campus this
summer in the Upward Bo11nd "College Enrichment" program. One of mo such programs in the nation
which deals with pre-college students, the Upward Bound course includes language skills, verbal logic and
race·cultural relations.
inhibition to education ... what
they have to say is important."
For the students at this point a
major field of study is somewhat
nebulous, but a number of
students are becoming turned on
to sociology.
"I think one of the ideas they
have in mind with this program is
that we'll see the need for change
in our society, and go back to
help the communities we came
from," said one student.
Officially, one of the primary
goals is to get the students into

graduate school. This will increase
the earning capability of the
individual, which will increase
government revenue from the
taxes.
"Perhaps, too, this can indicate
to the faculty and administration
what should be done and what
can be done in the way of
meaningful education,'' said
Jones.
Upward Bound, financed by
OEO until July 1, is currently
under the U.S. Office of
Education of the Health,

Education, and Welfare
Department.
An editorial in The Washington
Post July 1 commended '"'ihe
program saying, "Among the less
celebrated events ringing in the
new rlSCal yem JS the transfer of
Upward Bound from OEO to the
Office of Education. Less known,
less noisy, and Jess funded lhan
many other antipoverty programs
begun four years ago, Upward
Bound comes close to being, if it
is not already, the most effective
of all OEO creations. ••

Constitutional Committee's Work Planned

1966 VW Squnrcb:u:k Station Wagon: One
owner, 22,000 miles, splendid condition.
$1400.
ELECTRIC WASHER: Scars Kenmore 70
with self-cleaning filter, 2¥, yearn old.
Settings: normal, wash & wear, delicate;
five temperature controls.. Present Jist
price: $229. Our price: $150.
ELECTRIC DRYER' Scam Lady Kenmore
800, with 41SOft heat.." 2% years o1d.
PrC3E!nt list price is $209.95. Our price:
$150.
REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER:
Sears
Spacemaoter (2-door) 2% yearn old. lG
cu.. ft., frosUess, with automatic icemaker
and adjuatable shelves. Present list price
is $389.95. Our price $200.
POWF!R MOWER: Crnftsman reel mower,
18 in. cut, gaSoline powered. 2 years old.
Prcs!!nt list pric(! $130 .. Our price. $75.
DEVELED PLATE GLASS MIRROR, 36 x
60 inch, $30. }"rank L. Dewey, Univ. Ext.
4843, Home phone 25G-0318.
I'RIFA>A the Fierce, fearless dog of the
NorUt. is a. mother. For Norwegian elk..
hound puppi.,. call Howarth, 277-5228
or 268-6879.
AI,ASKAN MALAMUTI~ PUPPIES from
Icefloe--Thc home or the extra large
MaL~mutm.
Terrru:.
Stud
service.
298-6112.
6)
-::E:::::l\::ciP::::L:-O:::::Y~M=E:::-:N::::T:-----

M

Orzen says. "The problems of the
Chicano in New Mexico were bad

7:30 9:15

SMALL UNJ<'URNISIIED two bedroom
house close to campuq. Stove & refrigcr..
ator furni:lhed. Call 256-7767 at nonn or
evenings.
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in 1930 when this was written,
and the situation hasn't gotten
any better."
The Indian aspect of· the class is
taught by Simon Ortiz, from
Acoma pueblo. For Ortiz, they
are reading Indians of the
Americas and assorted reprints
from the "The New Republic"
and the "Statesman."
Ortiz talks about the "myth of
assimilation" to his students and a
visiting group from San Felipe
pueblo.

Forty-five recently graduated
New Mexico high school students
are participating this summer in
an experimental program on the
V.rlM can1pus.
The program, Upward Bound,
has been described as a
"pre-school for entering
freshmen." It is offered to a select
group of students from
throughout the state, chosen on
the basis of test scores, teacher
recommendations, an interview
"When white people in
and economic need.
particular
tell me that we're all
Students in the program have
received help in obtaining grants the same, we (the Indians) are no
and aids to attend the University longer an individual social or
in the fall. Without thesll aids, political entity. I can't quite see
college would be difficult for the connection. If we're
assimilated into American society,
them at best.
Upward Bound students live in then why are my people at the
the residence halls and attend bottom of the socio/economic
classes in English, logic, and race structure?"
Upward Bound is not all lecture
and cultural relations. Classes are
small and informally structured. and discussion. Guest speakers
Discussion is encouraged and and field trips are also part of the
total picture. One trip took the
expected.
students
to the Four Hills estates
Tutors arc assigned to every
and
the
Albuquerque
slums in the
seven students to help primarily
same day. A silent statement.
with academic affairs.
Trips are also planned to the
The ethnic make-up of the
Chimayo/Truchas/Taos
region of
students is uniquely New
Northern
New
Mexico
and to
Mexican. A majority of the
students is Mexican-American; 13 Santa Fe for the opera.
A variety of speakers,
are Indian and two are Black. A
representing
organizations from
major emphasis of the program is
the
Alianza
to
the NAACP to the
to develop an awareness and
John
Birch
Society
have visited
prode in the students' own ethnic
the Upward Bound classrooms.
backgrounds.

The New Equality, Manchild in
the Promised Land, The
Forgotten People, Culture Against
Man.
"Read The Forgotten People,"

DO YOU BITE your nails? Would you like
to stop 7 A Hmited number of people nrc
being accepted in an experiment to stop
nail biting. Under the auspices of UNM
Psychology Dept. Call Mr. Stephen, 2772103 for appointment.
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lines, IO{ per additional line.
IMPORTANT NOTICE
DEADLINE: Noon Tuesday

Tacos
Tostadas
Frijoles
Burros
Chiliburgers

No. 148

Forty-five Students Participating

from the New Mexico Water
Resources Research Institute.
The grant will enable Dr. Ellis
to investigate legal problems
involving water use on the Rio
Grande basin. He has worked
recently on similar legal
considerations for a study by the
Institute on the Pecos River. That
study is due for publication
around September of this year.
Dr. Ellis will first determine
what the law is concerning water
use in the Rio Grande basin.
Then, after specialists in
agronomy, biology, and other
fields
make
their
recommendations for change, Dr.
Ellis will advise them what legal
restrictions might apply to the
changes.

\

Drive-Thru
Restaurant

Friday, .July 25, 1969

Dr. Willis Ellis, law professor at

from
Johnson Gym
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MEXICO

Vol. 72

Donna Abrams, Consultant
Phone 296-4233

UNM has received a $2,685 grant

Across Central

OLD TOWN- OFF THE PLAZA

I

RESEARCH SCHEDULED

9.514 C'ENTAAL
<\VE. !I.E.

.L./_ _ _ _ _
n_l~7909

PATRONIZE LOBO ADVERTISERS

The UNM scientist has worked
with solar activity and the Mt.
Chacalpaya facility in the past.
The work is one of the major
projects of the physics
department's research.

m~

Open Dnily 10-9:30
Sunday ,12-9 :30

Friday, July 18, 1969

JEWELERS
6609

MI'NAUI.

lkvo., N.E.
Tt·:r.m•HoNE 2GH-1·180
(across Menaul ftorn Coronatlo Center)
Mon. through Sat., Ia 5:30 p.m.

Friday nights until 9:00p.m.

Bet he To Talk
In L ecture Series
t

Dr. Hans Bethe, 1967 winner of
the Nobel Prize in physics and
former head of the
theoretical-physics division at Los
Alamos Scientific Laboratory, will
speak Monday evening, July 28 at
UNM.
Bethe, now a professor of
physics at Cornell University, is
the final speaker in the
university's "Lecture Under the
Stars" series, at 8 p.m. in front of
the Sub ballroom. ·
He will discuss energy
production of stars, the area in
which his theoretical work earned
for him the Nobel Prize.
Bethe was born in
Alsace·Lorraine in 1906. After
receiving his doctorate in 1928
from the University of Munich, he
was instructor of physics at the
Universities of Frankfurt,
Stuttgart and Munich. In 1930-32

I

he worked first under Lord
Rutherford at Cambridge
University and then under Enrico
Fermi in Rome.
When Hitler came to power
Bethe was dismissed from the
University of Tubingen where he
was an assistant professor in 1933.
He came to the U.S. in 1935 and
joined the Cornell faculty.
He was at Los Alamos from
1943 to 1946 and has since been a
consultant at the laboratory.
Bethe headed the Presidential
Study of Disarmament in 1958
and was a member of the U. S.
delegation to Discussions on
Discontinuance of Nuclear
Weapons Tests in Geneva in 1958
and 1959.
A July 21 lecture by visiting
sociology professor Dr. Odd T.
Grande was cancelled because of a
holiday at UNM.

chairman of the revision
committee. Presently, a decision
made by any branch of the
university may be appealed to the
Regents.
Such a constitution would
replace the current ASUNM
Constitution and the faculty
handbook, said MacGuffin.
It would be as "non-specific as
possible," said MacGuffin, so as to
"allow changes in policy-making
without changing the
constitution."
No details have been hammered
out yet, but MacGuffin said it's
likely to contain a provision and
will draw extensively from the
faculty handbook.
"The handbook has a good
graphic analysis of how the
committees work,'' he said.
The final draft of the
constitution will be voted on by
the student body in a referendum
during or prior to the first week in
October of the coming semester.
The all-university constitution is
one of three proposals to be
presented to the Committee on
the University, August 5.
"The meeting will act as a
sounding board," said MacGuffin,
"a time to talk to all the people
involved."
The two other propooals up for
consideration are an all-university
policy·making board proposed by
Ron Curry, ASUNM president,
and a co-ordinating committee,
proposed by Dr. Hubert
Alexander of the Philosophy
Department.
Curry's proposal, a
policy-making board, could take a·
vote on an issue at the request of

student senate, the faculty or the
president. Its decisions would be
binding unless vetoed by the
university president.
"The ticklish part is deciding
what decisions the committee will
be entitled to make," said Curry.
"All these proposals call for the
elimination of the Committee on
the University, or the
Administration Committee, or
both,'' he said.
"It will be better for the
university to achieve some sort of
concensus decisionmaking,'' he
said. "Now the divisions of the
university do little more than
consult each other and sometinles
not that."
UNM President Dr. Ferrel
Heady and Regent Arturo Ortega

are expected to attend the
Committee on the University
meeting in August.
Dr. Heady will appoint a spt"a.ial
student-faculty-administrative
committee after the August
meeting to consider the proposals,
said University Secretary John
Durrie.
Support for government reform
was expressed by both Curry and
Senator MacGufim.
"All the people rve talked to
are in favor of a change," said
Curry. "I'm sure they will come
up with something new, probably
a compromise, between several
ideas.
"The administration's attitude
is not negative," said MacGuffin,
"and certain of the h'beral and
conservative faculty are in favor
of the Constitution."

Med School Projects
More than $1.6 million will
flow into New Mexico during the
next year for heart, cancer, stroke
and emergency medical care
projects of New Mexico Regional
Medical Program (RMP).
The U.S. Dept. of Health,
Education and Welfare has
allocated to the University of New
Mexico a total of $1,618,369 for
the RMP's second operational
year from July 1, 1969 to August
31, 1970.
Dr. Reginald H. Fitz, program
director, sai:i each of the nine
major RMP projects received
essentially the amount of money
which had been requested, and

that this will enable RMP to
expand on a major state-wide
basis next year. RMP projects
include:
-a model cardiac care unit at
Bernalillo County Medical Center,
which opened last month in
connection with the active
open-heart surgery program at
UNNI School of Medicine.
-a coronary care nurses training
unit, to get underway this fall, in
cooperation with the UNM
College of Nursing. The intensive
courses will be aimed primarily at
New Mexico nmses, making
improved care for heart patients
available throughout the state.
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'111• New Mexlc:o lob~ Is puhll!lted
daily every regular week of the Unlver. '
sity year by the Board of Student Publlc:ations of the Associated Students of
th& University of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, e7106. Subseription rato is $7
for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsianed opinion is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing neceuarlly represents the views
of the Associated Students or of the Uni·
ersity of N&W Mexico.
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situations? How did you become chairman
of your group? How did Rudy Feldman
become head football coach? Why did
Lyndon Johnson step down without trying
for a second term as President?
Mr. Phillips and Mr. Walker: Were you,
personally, at tl?.e meeting? If you were,
since we are not personally acquainted with
you, please let us apologize before hand.
Now truit we have criticized NMCLU for
its errors, let us praise them. It is indeed a
plus to have groups looking out for the
students' well-being. It is also a plus that
the NMCLU is willing to take a stand-go
out on a limb-after a me~ting of this sort.
Again to quote the statement, ''The
implication that political repression is in
the air and that exercise of freedom of
speech must be judiciously curbed is
obvious from their remarks. The chilling
effect on lawful speech and assembly
activity is sure to be felt from top to
bottom by the example set by UNM's top

administrato1'8 ...
Somewhat wrong again, Mr. Phillips and
Mr. Walker. The "chilling effect" has
already been felt. But all of us will
continue to feel it until we realize we must
swallow our pride to live with this
"display" of power politics. We haven't
really yet. But we're trying.
How about you?

To The Editor:
To the Editor:
Enclosed is a letter written to
the editor of the "UNM
Alumnus," Spring, 1969, edition.
I
think the letter is
self-explanatory.
Never when I was a student at
the University studying English,
journalism and education, did
such interference occur in any
cr&ative writing or English or
journalism clru;s. It should not be
occuring now. I don't care what
the poem said or didn't say-no
writer should have this kind of an
axe hanging over his head.
Fran Reno, (,'lass of 1950
Dear Editor:
This is really a letter to the
editor re: the Spring, 1969, issue
of the New Mexico Alumnus-!
simply cannot believe the article
about the "Legislature to
IMestigate the University.'' I
don't know if there is room for
this letter in a future issue or not,
but as an ex-student who saw all
the "adjusting" that . was done
when the World War li veterallS
r~turned to the campus, and after
living close to the disturbances at
Berkeley, I .find it impossible to
think that the University of New
Mexico, noted for its (I want to
say "liberal'', but that seems to
have become a dirty word!)
anyway, its freedom of speech on
the part of both faculty and
students to have fallen into the
f;rap of raising all this hell over
"gutte:r language introduced into
and discussed by a freshman
Engliah class at UNM."

Academic P'reedom
This way lies the. noose around

the neck ol academic freedom,

such as it is. One thing every one
of us in the clllllll of 1950
inherited ~m t.be University was

,.

its very emphasis on freedom, that
we could, or at least had the
potential of being, just about
anything we wanted to be, and
how we went about stating what
we were and who we were was
irrelevant. It still should be. I
don't know what the "Love/Lust
Poem" said and I care less. The
suspension of a teacher, much less
TWO, is bad enough. No wonder
"almost unbelievable pressure"
was exerted.
The poem could not have had
any "dirtier" words in it than
those used by literally thousands
of respected poets beginning with
Chaucer-or has he been thrown
out too? I wrote a great many
poems while at the University and
some of them had four letter
words in them, and they weren't
all "love'' either, Is it because we
were "veterans" and had been
living in an environment where
the most famous four·]etter word
of them all was applied liberally in
every single sentence that we were
"excused"? No one thought of
hauling in the legislature then;
they would have been booed
roundly, as was one high
university official when he
announced that he didn't see why
we were "all married and
presenting such a housing problem
to the university" anyway. He was
booed from the hall.
I don't have to see the poem to
approve it . or disapprove it.
Anyone writing anything that
reflects the time in which he lives
is going to use a four letter or a 12
letter word if that serves the
purpose to get the message acroas,
especially poet!\.

Can't Understand
I wDI never. understand why the
most hideboulld of moral critics
~" read a "dirty word" with a
"clean mind" as long as t.be poet
has long been duat for lo, theGe
hundreds of years, and his.

Letters a.re Wfleome, and ohould

be no longer than 250 word.o typewritten, double ap&ei!d. Name, tel,..
phone number, and &ddrC!ls must be
lncludtd, although name win be
withheld upon requetJt.

language is printed on fine paper,
preferably gilt edged and bound in
leather-then it's alright. But for
young contemporary J:)oets, or
nov-elists, or essayists, or
whatev-er, to use the language that
a.Imost e-very one uses in the
course of living any kind of a life
at all that is not sealed off from
reality, and then be hamstrung
and quartered for such an
innocent offense-well, that is life,
and that's what it's all about, and
if a few people get shook, let
them, but not at the EXPENSE of
another's freedom and liberty.
That $50,000 lopped from the
budget of the University coulrl go
for things a lot more worthwhile
than the investigation of an
institution which for many of us,
at least, was the first introduction
to higher education and the
removal o.f bonds which stood in
our way until we wandered across
the sheep-manured fields
comprising the university grounds.
Only, we didn't call it
manure-and it was exactly what
it was, and smelled like it too.
That's about all I can say of this
so-called investigation by the
legislature. It smells the same way.

By PETE KENDALL
Unwrapped, a parcel arrived
early t.his week. It revealed James
Street flying past the Texas Aggies
on Austin's Memoria.I Stadium
floor.
It's Dave Campbell's yearly
tribute to the Southwest
Conference-' 'Texas
Football-1969." You can color it
fast Orange, This is the ninth year
for Campbell's production, and in
most, for good reason, the
concensus has been for another
"Year of the 'Horns.''
The featured coverboy this year
is Texas' talented quarterback
James Street. Street shares
magazine honors with Arkansas
junior Bill Montgomery-Monty,
the youngster who guided the
Porkers to another Bowl

TQDAY THE MOON, TOMORROW THE U.S.:
''That'sj~t the test vehicle .•• it's not
scheduled to land untill970!"

"• Coarad

Lobo Review

~us'

Outstanding Mag
Due to Paperback Format
By STEPHEN M. PART

It's by the new literary
generation under 30, for readers
under 30. It has a revoluntary
form and a reform minded
approach (it's still too Madison
Ave. to be called activist). The It
is "US"-a new magazine in
paperback by Bantam Books.
The paperback approach to
magazines is an important step in
itself, Too long have important
literary materials been in a
popularly priced but perishable
form. Many literary magazines
deserve to be kept and re-read,
but don't stand up to much
handling. ''Eros" stood up in it's
hard cover, but was too expensive.
Papt!rback is the happy solution.
And "US" certainly is worth
saving and re·reading.
From a fine review of the living
theatre to some outstanding
introspection of our (used
advisedly) formative years of the
late fifties.
The sometimes serious,

PHOTOGRAPHER
COPY EDITOR

ADVERTISING MANAGER
STAFF WRITERS

sometimes cornice "US" ' motto
is sound on either account: All
the News That's Fit to Eat.
The personal memoir is
especially good. It is a bit startlilli
to me at first to find so many of
my age group re-examining their
not so distant pasts. 'The View
from Now' by Paul Wllliams is
stronger than the Hemingway
memoir-ish Nick Adams storie:ra
prose poem that fears not a well
used four letter word and so isn't
self conscious or in poor taste.
Sally Grimes' "Obit" is another
bit of. outstanding memoir. The
fact that young women writers
have finally gotten around to
being free enough to talk about
themselves is refreshing. Even her
delving into her feelings following
her grandmother's death and
masturbation on the train going to
the funeral are remarkably finely
drawn and maturely handled.
Even a New Mexico state senator's
daughter might read it without
fear of catalyzing a lynching.
If "US" has a bad feature it is
the limit imposed in the use of
photographs. In paperback it is
impossible to do any picture
stories in the "Life" style.
. My only question would be,
dear Bantam, why not sooner?

PROF ADDED
Dr. Gustave A. Efroymson has
joined the UNM Department of
Mathematics and Statistics faculty
as an ass:atant professor.
Dr. Efroymson comes here from
Indiana University, where he was
a member of that university's
math section. He previously
taught at the University of
Massachusetts.
Dr. Efroymson took his
un:lergraduate degree and Ph.D.
frnm Harvard. He works
pritlcipally in algebra and will
teaci> <:alcUlus and algebra starting
in the Fall semester,

Scott Sandlin

Suzi Doran

STAFF

Nancy Ann Staley
David Balcer

Carolyn Babb, Cosey Churth, Bryan Drennan, lynn
Hud50n, Rob Polleyn

They still play like they just got
out.
Now, however, the scene has
changed. Royal no longer relies
solely on the run. Street killed
Tennessee last year with his
throw·back tosses to split end
Cotton Speyrer. Natura.lly, the

game-and SMU's tall flinger
Chuck Hi:Xson.
But Street is the boss.
"Obviously, Street is a go<?d
competitor-when .he, gets 1~
there his eyes get wtde, raves h1s
boss, ' Darrell Roy a.I . "H e ' s a good
runner. An underrated passer?
Well I don't know how other
' rate h1m.
.
H e p Ieases us. "
people
It wasn't always that way. Back
in 1963 (which now seems like
the year '02) Texas won 'em a.Il,
including an impressive stomp of
Navy in the Cotton Bowl.
Back then, a five-year
incomplete pass looked like the
most daring thing Austin fans had
seen since the big pledge break
from the SAE basement, which
lies just west of Memorial
Stadium.

1-logSpeaker

Due at Clinic

1

I!'
'

I
~
i

Most sincerely,
Fran Reno

NEWS EDITOR

Street the Coverboy

Color'TexasFootbaii'FastOrange

Poem Controversy Bugs Us Too,
"~ But NMCLU Attack Faulty
In the last two weeks the poem
co:atroversy has been resurrected-last week
for good reason, this week not.
Elsewhere on this page, a disgruntled
alum voices her opinions. Last week, the
New Mexico Civil Liberties Union took
exception to the power politics employed
by 2he UNM administration in prodding the
UNM Speakers' Committee to rescind its
original invitation to Lenore Kandel.
In its official statement, the NMCLU
declared, "The actions at the Speakexs
Conunittee meeting by officials Heady,
Ortega and Lavender created an
atmosphere inimical to free speech and
were a clear (also successful) attempt to
psychologically intimidate the committee
into rescinding a speaking invitation that
had been issued."
Since Mr. Paul A. Phillips is listed in the
statement as chairman of the NMCLU and
Mr. John Walker, Exec. Dir., perhaps we
should direct our comments to them.
Mr. Phillips and Mr. Walker: Were you
not aware that Sherman Smith and
Associated Students President Ron Curry
were also at the meeting? Why not give
them credit for voicing their opinions,
instead of only the three persons you
mention.
Mr. Phillips and Mr. Walker: When have
power politics not been used in pressure

James
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Frank Broyles, head football
coach at the University of
Arkansas, will be the top speaker
August 1 at the 29th an!Iua.I
meeting of the Football Wr•ters
Association of America.
Already established as one of
the most successful coaches of his
era Broyles has earned distinction
in bundles. He has been national
coach of the year, has earned the
same crown in the Southwest
Conference four times and will
become the President of the
American Football Coaches
Association next year. He is
currently serving a six-year hitch
on the NCAA Football Rules
Committee, he developed a
nationa.I championship team in
1964, and he has had at one time
two consecutive undefeated teams
and a winning streak of 22 games.
He has won a batch of bowl
contests, has won more than 70
per cent of his games and
promises to keep right on winning
as his 12th season begins in the
Fayetteville hills. He's also a
golfer on the side and once
confided to Texas' Darrell Royal
that he "missed a putt on the
sixth green for a birdie."
Inquired Royal, "How many
times?"
Broyles, 44, and twice chosen as
Arkansas' "Man of the Year," is
considered one of football's most
articulate coaches.

groundpounders are still
there-Ted Koy, Steve Worster,
and a young&ter named Billy Dale,
who many scouts co:(lsider better
than alum Chris Gilbert. The
gifted Gilbert piled up at least
1,000 yards in each of his three
seasons in Orange.
Of course, the Texas crowd is
an intell)gent one-Royal and
Street included-and they realize
the little subtleties of the game,
like a Fayetteville date with
Arkansas and a Dallas
appointment with SMU.
And Royal will tell everyone
not to count out the
darkhorse-the TCU Cockroaches,
er ... Frogs. That's what Darrell
called them years ago-1961 to be
exact-and it cost him an
undefeated season.
For the first time since the late

'50's the Frogs have themselves a
quarterback in sophomore St~ve
Judy. He exudes cOIClfidence, hke
Street and has three fine ball
carrie~Norman Bulaich, Sam.my
Rabb and Marty Whelan-to go
along with speedy flanker Linzy
Cole.
Says Frog head coach Fred
Taylor of Boo, his star halfback:
''He don't say much," grins Fred.
''But if he says 'Git after 'em,'
they git after 'em."
Still the talk is all about Street.
"Hels a street fighter," says
Royal's head assistant Mike
Campbell. "He's reckless as can be
with his body the way he throws
it in there."
He's also a winner. That's why
no one laughs anymore when they
call Street and his mates the Super
'Horns.

l-lixon Ready

I

.
~--~

ROYAL AND STREET: This proved to be an unstoppable combo the
last nine games of the 1968 season. There's no reason for the streak ~o
stop now. After a slow three years, no one laughs anymore when Austm
fans proclaim the "Year of the 'Horns."

'JUA
A

Chuck Hixson, SMU
quarterback w~o led _the nation's
major colleges 111 passmg last year,
has been working with teammate
and flanker Sammy Holden since
June 9, getting his arm in shape.
He says he threw about 200 passes
a day last summer, getting ready
for the season.
There'll be a clash at West Point
October 4 when Army hosts the
Texas Aggies. Texas A&M
produced more officers for World
War II than Army and Navy THE PIGS ARE BACK: Next year's Ar~nsas opponents will have more
combined. It'll be 01' Army on than the Fayetteville fans to contend With. Head C'!ach ;Fra~k ?Jroy1~
the Brazos vs. Army on the has one of the top quarlerbacks around returnmg m JUniOr Bill
Montgomery.
Hudson.

- -------...!"!" ------.-.-c ...
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MORE THAN
Drive-Thru
Restaurant

2000 BOOKS
IN STOCK

1830 Lomas N.E.

Come In to a New Kind of Bookstore

See Before You Bug
You have probably received mailing from publishers of overstocked
books. Befo~ you order by mail check, our stock. 'f'le .have '" vast
selection of bcircaain titles in stock ana more commg •n everyday.

OPEN

I o A.M.

DAILY

BOOK
SHOP

Tacos
Tostodos
Frijoles
Burros

Chili·
burgers

2128 CENTRAL SJt

.. ' .
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Oh Golly,
By NANCY ANN STALEY

Opening night of ''Hello
Dolly!" at PJbuquerque Music
Theatre, was a sparkling, exciting
e;x:perience for both the cast and
the audienci!. The capacity crowd
endured the heat and
uncomfortable ;;eats and was
rewarded by a fine performance
by everyone from Dolly to the
townspeople.
Sue Mims, beautifltlly costumed
as Dolly, is exasperatingly fine as
the meddling matchmaker and
manhunter. Palmer Rose, as
Dolly's target Horace
Vllfladergelder, is superb. His
gravelly voice and fierce
ce-untenance make him an
e:xcellent match for the conniving
Dolly.

largest Selection
*Poster Board
*Colored Papers
*Tempera Color
*Spray Paint
*Glitter

*Brushes
Discount Prices

lANGEll'S

2510 Central S.E.
Across From Johnson Gym

~Dolly'

The finest moments of the
evening, however, were provided
by the lesser characters. The
waiters in the Harmonia Gardens
Restaurant drew spontaneous
applause from the delighted
audience with their routine. The
townspeople also brought laughter
and smiles. A beautiful elderly
lady in the audience joined them
in waving Dolly off at the
Yonkers station. The children in
the cast seemed to enjoy the show
as much as anyone and their
enjoyment was contagious.
Finest Moments
Among the young people whose
lives Dolly arranges are two
real-life couples. Carmoline Grady
and her husband Bing portray the
widow Molloy and thi:rty-three
year old Cornelius, who is
deterrr..ined not to leave New
York City until he has kissed a
girl. Both give fillle performances,
and their duet is one c,f the
happiest moments in the happy
show.
Kitty and Steve Comstock, as
the ingenuous Minnie Fay and
Barnaby, are also e;x:cellent.
Minnie 'Fay's starry-eyed naivete
and mincing walk are guaranteed
to bring a smile.
Jon Hill, as the gangly
adolescent Ambrose, is totally
fun. He will play the title role in
"The Perils of Paul Lean," at

Fine Performances
Fine performances are also
given by Don Furtivo as Rudolph
(his number is a highlight of the
show), Tanya Spit:zer as Ernestina,
Virginia Boatman as Mrs. Rose,
and Jack Hughes as the Judge.
When you see this fine
production (it runs through
Saturday) give special attention to
the fine work of the non-speaking
cast members. And don't fail to
enjoy the audience enjoying the
show. The gestalt of the
evening-music, costumes, cast,
audience-is very special.
Oh yes, special thanks to Efrem
Levi, who sent a sign.

'HELLO DOLLY!': Carmoline Grady receives prasie for excellent
pexformance in cur.rent Albuquerque Music Theatre production.

Lobo Review

Roar at Civic
!l-1!l·Sgss

The Mall
Pipe Shop
By CAROLYN BABB

The Mall Shopping Center

Imported & Domestic Pipes, Tobacco & Cigars
Our walk-in humidor

Sample our

keeps tobacco and cigars

Pueblo Blend Tobacco

FRESH.

at our tobacco bar.

Pipe Repair

Armstrong and Aldrin had
their diamond in the sky. . .
It was Columbia.
Let if be yours . .....
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The Albuquerque Civic Light
Opera Association's cunent
production of "West Side Story"
is not only professional in quality,
but is earning the standing
ovations a professional production
should.
Jay Harris, in his first attempt
at design, and direction of
orchestra, chorus and staging,
brings the story of the conflict
between the Shark and Jet gangs
realistically and symbollically to
life. Harris provides real tensioll in
the "rumble" scene, making use
of authentic switch-blade knives,
and his angle iron, transparent sets
create the feeling of the cold,
harsh city of New York. It would
almost be worth the discontinuity
to let the audience watch the
skillfully performed scene
changes.
The choreography by David
Chave:z, who a!F.o plays a very
convincing Bernardo, is
imaginativP and intricate.
Robert Spackeen and Shari
Lewi~, who were both seen in
UNM's productions of "The Old
Maid and The Thief,"- and
''Wondl'rlul Town" last semester
are e;x:cellent vocally as the lovers
Tony and Maria, although a bit
stiff in the acting department. It is
a pleasure not to have to strain
through each solo and each kiss,
as in many amateur productiol1B.
It is also refreshing to see real
enthusiasm in a love scene, even
tltougb on cue.
And Julie Archuleta Arvidson
has ttuly captured the character
of Anita in song and dance.
However she does need a special
microphone
in
the
"Tonight·Qunitet" scene, where
she must sing while taking _a
bubble bath five feet up in the air.

Makers of
HandMade
Indian Jewelry
-oldtown-

OPEN 11 to 11
LIVE A LITTLE
AT

•

Darkness, Victory, The Secret
Agent, and Nostromo. Although
Pinter has been classified in the
school of the absurd, Wynn said
he believes that larger meanings
may be discovered in his plays.
The second course will look first
at the plays as plays and then at
what Pinter says about modern
life and modern man, about
inanity, anomie, alienation,
disorder, and even hope for
mankind.

The leads are more than
adequately supported, especially
by the Jets, who make the show
in the "Gee, Officer Krupke"
number, led by Action, William
Beske, Jr. Lt. Schrank (Frank
Perrin) and Officer Krupke (Russ
Porter) could be even nastier, but
for his small role, Robert Secrest's
sensitive portrayal of Glad Hand,
who pads around in his pure white
tennis shoes, is perfect.

842-9270

The Undergraduate Seminar
Program of UNM is offering for
the
fall semester 15
one-credit-hour courses in a
variety of s11bjects ranging :from
the occult sciences to sexual
behavior.
In the Humanities area, art
professor Bainbridge Bunting will
teach the architectural history of
the Rio Grande area. The course
will cover the primitive shelters of
the basket-makers and the early
Pueblo Indians, architectural
development as seen' in some of
New Me:x:ico's cliff dwellings, and
the contributions of the Spanish.
Rousseau and "The Good Man"
will be studied in the course
presented by Patricia Murphy,
assistant professor of modern and
classical languages. The class will
attempt to understand why
Rousseau's questions and answers
about man, society and the
universe served as a liberating
force in philosophy, political
science, psychology, education
and literature.
Dudley Wynn, professor of
English and director of the
General Honors Program, will
instruct two courses: "Joseph
Conrad and the Sociological
Imagination," and "Alienation
and Social Disorder: Some Plays
of Harold Pinter." The first course
includes four novels which reveals
political, sociological and
humanistic insights-:Heart of

brazier

.

2300 Central SE

(just across from Popejoy Hall)

true uents in soaps, candles, aersols
candle wanderlond-28 colors, 81aper lengths
unusual foreign and domeslic novelties
rug-knit-croehel
embroidery-crewel-tapestry
60 yarn~ 1600 shades

feathers-wdx-morblqs
burlap-paints-chenille
!:jald leal-dip glass-felt
prints-tissue-de toupage
ontlquing-beads-slyrofoa'in
stilcheroo and spr!~Clbok kits

Relevance of God
The relevance of God to the
common man in the 29th century
will be examined through the
writings of seven contemporary
theologians in the course, "The
Absent God: Some 20th CenturY
Theologians," instructed by
Howard Tuttle, assistant professor
of philosophy.
The question of life on other
worlds will be viewed from a
scientific angle in a student
initiated course "Inte1ligent Life
in the Universe." The class will
discuss the size and structure of
the universe, life in the solar
system, the probability of other
solar systems, the possibility of
intelligent civili:zations other than
our own, contact with such
civilizations and the impact on
our own. David King, assistant
professor of physics and
astronomy will instruct, and no
previous scientific knowledge will
be assumed.
Projects assigned in the course
"Insights Into Vision" will be
intended to release and make use
of the special talents of the
student and may include scientific
experiments and/or the creation
of art objects. John Howarth,
associate professor of physics and
asttonomy, will cover some
aspects of the physics, physiology,
psychology and esthetics of
vision, and some relations
between science and fine arts,

.\

We feature
exciting
petites :for the
'Sophisticated
c&-ed Come by soort
we think you
~
will agree

particularly concerning the nature social structure and conflict in the ' associate professor of political
Priorities for enrollment in
of creativity in his course.
Spanish-American population of science will invite guest lecturers U.S.P. courses can be given to
Students interested in the ideas, the state. The relationship of from the Albuquerque legal
students officially enrolled in the
thought patterns, world view, and these cultures will be analy:zed community from time to time.
honors program and to students
lore of the hermetic, occult, or and the alternatives to social · - Enrollment for each course is who signed petitioi)S for courses
mystic sciences of the past may change explored.
limited to 15 students.
labeled "student-initiated."
sign up for the student·initiated
A student-initiated course Registration for courses in the Students may apply -for priority
course, "The Occult Sciences." "Contemporary Israel and Undergraduate Seminar Program any time now. Priority must be
Taught by Donald Skabelund, · Kibbutz Settlement" will view (USP) will be at 8:30 a.m., claimed at 8:30 a.m., September 9
assistant professor of history, the some of the social, political, September 9, on a first come, first at the honors center. If not
course will focus primarily on cultural, and economic factors served basis. The courses are open
claimed at that time, priority
alchemy.
influencing life in modern Israel. to all full-time undergraduates, cannot be held.
"Computers in the Modern Students enrolled in the seminar, including freshmen. There are no
World," a non-technical survey of taught by Robert White, assistant prerequisites. Tex.tbook lists are
Patronize the
the nature and current uses of professor of secondary education, available at the U.S.P. office, in
information- processing will actively share in investigation the honors center.
LOBO Advertisers
equipment, will be offered by
of seminar topics through written
Arthur Houghton, professor of and oral analysis of the readings
mechanical engineering.
and other materials, preparation
Linguistics and logic will be of individual projects and
emphasized. Computers in art,
examination of current problems
music, library science, banking, in Israel as related to the seminar
linguistics, education, public discussions.
administration and modern design
Today's Influence
are included,
What is the influence of today's
Understanding Gained
society on mores sunounding
Humanities and social value systems of se:x:ual behavior
science-oriented students can gain and se:x:ual roles? The course
an understanding of the nature of "Sexual Behavior: Attitudes and
Values" will be an exploration of
environmental pollution, the
how an individual's attitudes are
technology of pollution control,
and the present status of pollution developed, acted upon and
abatement, in the course "Air and changed in relationship to role
Subscribe to the paJ>er 15,000 stuWater Pollution" offered by e;x:pectations of male or female.
dents read. You can have it sent
Calvin " Patterson, assistant Elizabeth Bear, assistant professor
to your home five days a week
professor of civil engineering.
in the College of Nursing, will
during the academic year for just
Students who enroll in inst=ct the course dealing with
$7.00. The Lobo, printed on cam"Creative Citywatching," taught the individual's responsibilities in
pus, will bring you bright, firstby William Weismanrel, associate understanding himself as a
hand reports of academic, politprofessor of architecture, will maturing human being in order to
ical, social, and athletic events reattempt to portray thil patterns make an informed choice of the
lated to The Univc~sity, Your
and persistencies found in the sexual role he will assume.
University.
modern metropolis, using
Tbe relationship between
drawings, tape recorders, and poverty and the legal system in
Student Publications
prose description. The course is the United States will be the
UNM P.O. llox 20
University of New Mexico
intended to develop analytical and concern of the seminar "Law and
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
commu)lications skills of the Poverty." The manner in which
student, to introduce the city as the legal · system tends to
an art form and to contribute discriminate against the poor,
Note: The Mirage is available through this office too,
understanding of the attitudes of the poor regarding the
The Yearbook has been placed on a subscription basis
contemporary metropolis.
law and legal institutions, the
and sells for $9.00.
.. Social Change in New character of legal representation
Mexico," taught by Antonio of the poor, and the weaknesses
Ugalde, assistant professor of of such representation are samples
sociology, will emphasize the of the topics. Harry Stumpf,

BRING THE CAMPUS

To YouR

MAII,BOX

m P opcejoy Hall
and the

Albuquerque Civic Light Opera Association
Present

Leonard Bernstein's Great Musical Hit

West Side Story

I
Fully Staged--Orchestra & Chorus
Friday & Saturday, July 25, 26-8:15
Sunday Matinee, July 27-2: 15

Open Dall;r 10-"»:!0, .

Bundlllr ,12·1:10_

Wyoming at Mtnaul

Nob Iiiii
Center
Central o1 Cclrl!tle

:298-8920

268-6366

Hollmanfown

jKWELERS

Center
T.El.EPitONE

~
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By CAROLYN BABB

Tiffany's in Cenillo:> after the
closing of "Dolly," and if his
performance as Ambrose is any
measure, it should be worth the
drive to Cerrillos to catch that
one. Moira MacFarlane, as
Ambrose's fiancee Ermengarde, is
also fun, bawling her way through
the entire show.

Across Central
from
Johnson Gym

2262 Wyoming NE

... .,_

Seminar Program Sets Up Courses

Is Here

~Jets'

.

- '.

2684480

( - Mmaul from Cor>onaoo Center}
Man. thnMogh Sot. to 5-.30 p.-.
fridoy nights untii9:0!J p.m.

Sand.Sun;
3t.ll
I

OU> ~ ~f._F.,.-gm PLAZA )

L ••

- . . . . . . . --.

ALL SEATS RESERVED-$4.00, $3.50, $3.00
ALL UNM STUDENTS. FACULTY AND STAFF lf2 PRICE
Telephone 277-3121
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King Says Forget Great Year

And ... 1-lold It There, Coach
By CHARLES WOOD
Legend has it the first structures
built at UNM were the basketball
gym and the parking lot.
And judging from the capacity
crowds the Lobo basketball team
draws to its spacious 15,000 seat
arena tluoughout the winter, the
legend is easy to believe.
But it was :recently dispelled
when it was discovered that Coach
Bob King, the native of Gravity,
Iowa, who brought big-time
basketball to town, didn't arrive
at UNM unti.11962.
Since that time, King has turned
UNM from a perennial doormat
into a national power. He
reincarnated the sport in
Albuquerque during his first
season when he posted the Lobos'
first winning season since 1952
with a team composed mainly of
,midget and no-accounts.
During his seven-year tenure at
UNM, King has run up an
impressive 133·53 won·lost
record. But like most coaches,
King, who also holds a masters
degree in psychology, wears out
NATE THE SKATE: Nate Archibald, one of the WAC's top offensive crying towels quicker than it takes
stars will be back for UTEP, but so will Ron Becker, one of the great Apollo 11 to fly a mile,
defensive cage:rs. Both will push strongly for all·WAC honors, if not
Will be Small
!Ill·American.
"This year's team will be the
smallest we've ever had here," said
King, who added he is bringing i!l
no junior college transfers for th1s
year's team. "There won't be a
team in the WAC smaller than we
are. In fact, this is my smallest
team since I've been here,"
Already white-haired at the age
of 44, the sparkle fades from
King's eyes when he talks of last
year's disappointing 17·9 club.
"Last year:' he said, ''we ha? a
great deal of natural physical
talent. This year, we won't. This
year's group will probably have
more desire, though, and 1 don't
think we'll have the lack of effort
we had a year ago. Hopefully, this
will make up for our lack of
physical talent artd size."
Asked if the Wolfpack could
make a run for the conference
championship, King said, "I don't
see any way we can." When he
saw the Lobo reporter cracking a
smile as he copied the remark
down, King retorted, "I'm serious.
I don't see how we can whert you
see all the personnel that are
returning on the other league
clubs."
King said he feels four schools
will have the inside track to the
WAC crown this season. "Utah,
Arizona, BYU, and UTEP," the
cage mentor frowned, ''are the
teams I feel have the best chance
BACK FOR BATTLE: Bob King's ace in the hole will be this guy, of winning it. I'm not saying that
Bowie Grimes. Grimes is no stranger to Albuquerque fans. Howie ';'as Wyoming, Arizona State,
one of the WAC's best rebounding forwards two years ago before bemg Colorado State or even ourselves
couldn't take it. But the way it
red·shirted last year.

looks now it's a four-team race.
There may not be a weak team in ·
the league this ¥ear."
Ever since the WAC was
formed, league basketball coaches
have held an annual meeting
during the summer. One of the
meeting's yearly rituals included a
coaches poll to decide the
pre-season favorite. This summer,
however, the coaches
discontinued the poll. "Probably
the main reason for discontinuing
the poll," said King, "was because
after the first year, we were never
right. It jw;t put the favorite
behind the eight ball."
A:rWona and Utah
"The general concensus of the
coaches, though," King said, "was
Arizona and Utah. Arizona has
the best personnel in the league
and Utah returns four starters.
UTEP and BYD were mentioned
too. U'l'EP, of course, returns all
their starters and they've come up
with this 6-7 Don Gibbs, a junior
college All-American from Iowa.
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Rocky's Report: Gets Andean Stir
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When you consider BYU, you
have to remember their great
WAC record."
King picks a pair of perennial
powers in addition to several new
ones as his choices for this year's
top teams nationally. "There's not
much doubt about it," said King.
"UCLA .will be at the top along
with North Carolina. I'd also have
to pick Notre Dame, South
Carolina, Illinois, Arizona,
Colorado, and New Mexico State
as well."
This year's schedule includes
two games apiece against Arizona
and the Aggies in addition to
competing with Notre Dame;
South Carolina, and Colorado
during a pair of Christmas
tournaments.
When asked about this year's
schedule, King gives you the
impression that it's about as easy
as sticking your hand in a bag of
snakes. "It's the toughest in the
school's history by far," King
said. "It could be one of the
toughest in the country."
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UNM's Andean Study and Quito ·disturbance, in the main
Research Center in Quito, plaza faced by the presidential
Ecuador, will be directed this year palace, is ''quite a distance from
by a young professor of Spanish our Andean Center. The center is
already scheduled to give two in a suburban area of Quito and
piano concerts and write a literary there never have been any
demonstrations in this area."
column while there.
He is Dr. Theodore A. Sackett,
Student Troubles
29, who this summer is interim
The troubles in Guayaquil
chairman of the modern language
involved two groups of students.
department at UNM.
Sackett, and Dr. Robert El some in college and sorne in high
Norris, professor of history, will school, divided about demands
be the only two faculty members that entrance examinations and
from the Uni!;ed States on the other requirements be ea~~ed.
Some university students llided
Andean Center staff.
Their chief concern so far has with high school protestors who
been in assuring worried parents seized and occupied university
that reports of New York Gov. buildings fo~ two months.
Sackett and Norris said some
Nelson Rockefeller's riotous
reception earlier this summer in university students, fearing they
Ecuador were exaggerated. Based would lose all academic credit for
the year with the university
on reports from the Andean
Center, Sackett and Norris said virtually shut down, finally tried
the Rockefeller protest in Quito, to drive the invaders out.
Federal troops were sent in and
in which one bystander was killed,
six
persons were killed in the
was not related to an intra-£tudent
ensuing fighting, the two UNM
battle in Guayaquil in which six
profet>SOrs said. They said the
persons died.
"We had a great number of reports of sepamte and unrelate~
incidents at Quito and Guayaqwl
letters of intent to enroll, by
somehow were combined and
students, early this spring,"
attributed to Rockefeller's visit.
Sackett said. "Then the
With parents mostly reassured,
Rockefeller visit apparently
Sackett said the center hopes to
prompted a lot of concern among
attract about 50 UNM students
parents, stemming from Gov.
who will spend a year in Ecuador,
Rockefeller's reported troubles,''
concentrating their interests on
Sackett said the scene of the
history, sociology, anthropology,
economics and political science,
and Spanish laniuage and
COMMEMORATION SPEECH literature.
All courses are taught in
UNM professor Jack Kolbert Spanish and emphasize the Latin
gave a recent address in Los American aspect of the subjects.
Angeles to commemorate Students earn normal a~demic
Founders Day obsel'Vllllces at the credit toward their degrees while
University of Southern California.
in residence at UNM's campus in
Kolbert spoke on "Andre Quito.
Maurois: :Biography on the Brink
"It's hard to realize, but Quito,
of Criticism" and the address thought of as 'south of the
drew the largest crowd for any of border,' also is farther east than
the summer session discussions. A
New York City," Sackett said.
capacity audience filled the large
He himself has no worries about
lecture hall at USC, including anti-American violence. He and
hundreds from the USC campus, his wife Beverly are taking their
guests from neighboring colleges sons, Phillip, 4, and Jason, six
like UCLA, and hundreds from months, with them and look
the Los Angeles community.
forward to a full year of learning
Kolbert discussed the from, not teaching to, the
interrelationships between Ecuadorians.
biography and literary criticism,
Sackett and Norris will be
demonstrating that a biographer joined by about 10 eminent
must indulge in critical analyses of Ecuadorian educators who are
texts, correspondences, themes part of the Andean Center's
and structures, especially if the faculty. Sackett, who once
biography is that of a writer.
Following the lecture, Dr.
24
Kolbert addressed a special
7-!Je36
gathering of all French majon; and
2toocENTRALs.e.
minors in the undergraduate and
graduate schools of USC.
8 AM to 8 PM Weekdays
He is a visiting instructor this
summer at the University of
9 AM to 6 PM Weekends
Kansas in Lawrence, Kan.

planned a career as a concert
pianist played organ to finance
his w~y through college. Be
received his bachelor's degree,
majoring in Spanish at University
of California, Rive;side, in 1962
and earned his master's degree and
doctorate at University of Arizona
in 1965 and 1966 respectively.

bet~een those students from t~e
United States and Lahn
Americans, Sackett said.
_Seven t;rew Mexico s~udents
With Spamsh surnames. th1s year
will receive "Spanish He~itage"
grants from th~ U.S. Off1ce of
Health, Education and Welfare.
The $7,945 will pay room and

To Gi.ve Concerts
Sackett said a staf;f member at
the Andean Center ''already bas
booked me for two concerts,
probably piano recital stuff. I
hope I can get back in practice
soon enough!"
Be also has been asked to
contribute . a weekly column to
the literary supplement of a Quito
Sunday newspaper_ Sackett also
plans to study more extensively
the life and works of Jorge Icaza,
generally rated the most eminent
Ecuadorian writer. Icaza's works
have been translated to a number
of languages and Sackett said
Icaza is emerging as a writer of
international importance.
Sackett said UNM's Quito
campus· has produced very
tangible academic and diplomatic
results. Students are required to
know Spanish before they are
accepted at the center.
The Spanisb·taught courses,
living wi~ Ecuadorian families,
and travel throughout the country
and other Latin American nations
so far, in two years, have
produced personal friendships ~

b~ard for these recipients, Sackett
sa1d;
.
.
LeRoy Aragon, J?abl; Antomo
Luce!o, Tucumcari; Mary Ann
Martmez and Raymond Mo~tez,
Santa Fe; Merc~d M?'rtmez,
Albuqu~rq~e; F:ranc1sco S1sneros,_
Mountruna1r and Walter Valdez,
Wagon Mound.

'
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If You Have a Problem

? ? ?• ?

•

•

?
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•

Regarding Your Curriculum
Or Your Career •.•
'·

.

Consult

COLLEGE CAREER
COUNSELING SERVICE
265-8288

124 Washington SE

OFFICE HOURS BY APPOINTMENT
/ktrgherlt<l M. Henn111g, Ph.D.

Popejoy

JHLaU

And
The New Mexico Arts Commission
present

,

CAMPUS LAUNDR\'
g. Gl£AHIN6"

i

',!

SWEET, PETIE: Great ball handler, one shooter, fine defense, one o£
the good little men in ba~~ketball. Those are some of the notices given
Petie Gibson, last year's point man at guard for the Lobos.

l

'~

'·

'

Company of 50/ Willam F. Christensen, Artis6c Director
Friday, August 1-8:15
General Admission, Faculty &: Staff $1.50
Reservations 277-3121

Students $1.00

r
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Engineering Totals Suffer Dive
time there were 83 master degree
graduates in engineering and no
Ph.D.'s,

Society needs more engineers
than ever before but national
trends show fewer students
enrolling in colleges of engineering
Remained Constant
every fall.
In 1954 UNM had 54 bachelor
Part of the problem may be a
of
science engineering graduates,
national backlash ag·ainst
There
were 147 in 1965. Master's
technology, the computer age and
degree
graduates for the same
a growing sense of complexity,
totaled
seven in 1954 and
years
coupled with protests from. all
99
in
1965.
However, in this
ages at the evils of centralization.
period
while
total number of
Engineers themselves must share
engineering
students
rose, the
part of the blame, says Dr.
percentage
of
engineers
among all
Richard C. Dove, dean of
students
declined.
engineering at UNM.
Dove said the engineering
"It's true that without autos enrollment has reli)l!lined only
there'd be less air pollution," constant since 1965.
Dove said. "But if a horse
He sees the dwindling supply of
replaced every auto, think of all future engineers as particularly
the manpower you'd need for . alarming since it .coincides with a
sweeping our streets.
growing demand for what the
"The same engineer who designs engineer can do: plan a series of
an internal combustion engine solutions and alternates, and
knows it is a source of pollution recommend which ones to use
and he also can design it so as to depending on the price society is
reduce its pollution, if industry willing to pay.
He said engineering professors
andsociety are willing to pay the
should
join other colleagues,
price. The engineer is at fault in
social
scientists
and political
saying it's the other guy's job to
leaders in an effort to design and
worry about it," Dove said.
achieve a society able to cope
He said he would like to see with its own increasing
engineers assume an active complexity.
partnership with social scientists
"It has to be a partnership
and political leaders in avoiding between community and
traffic jams, smog and stream campus," said Dove. ln
pollution before the population Albuquerque, for example, we
explosion swamps the drawing should have a total systems study
boards and buries blueprints for for a population of one million,
the future.
perhaps within a decade.
UNM expects about 275 Albuquerque now bas about
freshmen engineering students to one-third the state population. If
enroll in September. Of 352 who trends continue, it probably will
enrolled as freshmen in 1965 only have two-thirds the state
137 graduated last month. Some population by the end of this
of these may have changed their century.
"Consider just two related
major, Dove said. At the same

problems-transportation and air
pollution. If everyone was
required to drive compact,
four-cylinder cars, air pollution
wouhi b~ cut way down
immediately:

Summer Lobo
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
RATES: ~1.00 for the first five
lines, 10¢ per additional lin.e.
DEADLINE:

Noon 'l.'uesday

TERMS: Cash
PERSONALS

1)

NEED RIDERS to share expe,.ses to L<Js
Angeles a:rea. at dose of summeT session.
Will return in 2 or 3 weeks. •55 Lincoln
Continental convertible. Call 842-9210.
DO YOU BITE yo11r nails? Would you like
tQ stop 1 A limited number of people are
being accepted in nn experiment to stop
nail biting. Under the auspices of UNM
Psychology Dept. Call Mr. Stephen, 2772103 for aPPointment.

"Existing streets could carry
twice the number of vehicles, and
so on. But, people want to choose
their own mobility.

Develop Transit
"To ease traffic jams you could
develop better mass transit. A
fleet of computer-controlled
buses, to serve peak traffic areas
such as the Northeast Heights
during rush hours, is feasible.
Push-hutton bus service is
possible. Designing the nuts and
bolts of it is fairly simple.
"But it will take a group effort
to support this sodologicai,
political and engineering effort,
just as it took some time to
develop mass support of public
education in this country.
"One thing about engineering.
Many young people feel it's not

Within W a/king Distance of
MESA VISTA, ONATE,
ALVARADO, CORONADO
Across From The Triangle

FOR SALE

PORSCHE 1955 Speedster. Nice condition,
nms welL $1150. Phone 243-5488.
ALASKAN JII.ALAMUTE l'UPPIES from
Iceflo<>-The home o£ the <:Xtra large
Mnlamntes.
Terms.
Stud
service.
298-6112.
ELECTRIC WASHER & DRYER: Scars
Kenmore '10 washer "·/self-cleaning filter. 2'h Yeat1' old. Settings: normal,
wash & wear, delicate: five temperature
controls. List $229. Senrs Lady Kenmore
860 dryer, with "soft heat." 2% years
old. List $209.95. Terrific c:ombination,
$250.
SOF'I' SLEEI'ER: Classic Jines, neutrnl
covering, foam rubb<!r. Like new.. $150.
POWER MOWER: Ct'aflsmnn """'mower,
18 in. eut, gnsoline powered, 2 years old.
List $130. Service contrnct to April 1970.

AMPLE FREE PARKING IN REAR

Tired of looking for a parking place?
Too busy to stage a 11park~in? 11

Patronize the
Albuquerque
Transit
System

I

SCHOOL PLANNED

Thirty educators and five social
workers are enrolled in an
Institute in Vocational Guidance
which began July 22 at UNM.
The institute is planned to
combat unemployability and
school dropouts, and encourage
education among groups which

r:==RENT-A-TV=~

$1.00 per day
Color Reasonable
Weekly Rates-Lower by the

Month

Free PickUp
Free Service
No Deposit

e;,cperience difficulties in getting
and keeping jobs.
Before it ends Aug. 8,
participants in the institute will
attend classes and seminars,
engage in confrontations with
groups which characteristically
have employment problems, take
field trips to businesses and
industries, hear outside speakers,
and plan and develop a model of a
vocational guidance program for a
school setting.
The institute is sponsored by
the Albuquerque Human
Resources Council, State
Department of Vocational
Education, and UNM. It is funded
by Plans for Progress, an
organization which represents 441
leading corporations.

Open 7 Days a Wtck24 Hours a Day

Patronize the
LOBO Advertisers

Buck's TV Rentals
268-4589

M.ffiROR: BeVeled plate glass mirror,
backed, 3G" X 60'', $30.. Frank L. Dewey,
Office phone 2'17-4843, Home 256..()318.

6)

255-4371

:2914 CENIRAL S.E.

$65.

Catnpus Briefs

VoL 72

FEATURING RAZOR-CUTS

THERMO ;DYNAMICS book lost Univ. &
Central.. Dropped from motorcycle.
Finder please call 247-1663.

5)

MEXICO

BEN'S BARBER SHOP
AND HAIRSTYLING .

LOST & FOUND

2)

very glamorous in ~tself. You
notice when a rocket or a satellite
works, it's a triumph of science. If
it doesn't, they call it an
engineering failure.
"Engineering, too," he said, "is
accused of lacking relevance. But
this, to me, is the poorest
argument of all. Engineering is the
application of living technology.
"The more complicated our
society becomes the more
necessary it is that people control
it-not become slaves to it.
"I think student activists have
alerted many of us to very
pzessing, urgent human problems.
The engiJJeer must take a more
active role in supplying
technological assistance, with
social awareness, in demonstrating
and clarifying his involvement
with an often bewildering world,"
Dove said.

NE\N

EMPLOYMENT

TEACHERS WANTED. Southwest, entire
W cst & Alaakn. Good salaries. Southwest Teachers Agcney, 1303 Centrnl NE.
Phone 242·3645.

This Fall Live At

The College Inn
Lower Rates For 1969
New Management
Heated Swimming Pool
Fine Food, Choice of Entrees, Seconds

sunDRY
SfRVICt-s
University Church
of Christ
University at Gold, S.E.
242-5794
Sunday: Bible Study 9:30 a.m.
Worship 10:30 d.m.-6:00 p.m.

ii~e. flirat: l]niteb
?

. r~ rUib~e:cian

~

1

?.a

J · Worship Service

t

~

~

'Alhurch
\."

9':3b

CANTERBURY CHAPE
448 Ash N.E.
Sunday Services
lO:OOA.M.
5:00P.M.

Christian Student
Center
114 Girard N.E.
265-4312
Wed. 9:00 p.m:

Sun. 7:30p.m.

Maid Servicer Linens Supplied.
Underground Parking
Apartment Privacy and Convenience
Without the Bother of Cooking and Cleaning

BEAT ARMY

Equitable Contracts .
Voidable if you leave School

The

Room And Board

College at.d Career Oept.
of First Baptist Church

As Low As $900 per Year

invites yau Ia
Visit Us This Sutnmer'

College Supper Club
to be announced in

church butletin
Nursery Avai!t>ble

s23 Copper Ave. NE at Locust Nl!

. Bible Study Sunday 9:30a.m.

Worship Service; Sun. 1 t o.m., 7 p.m.
Youth Center
Sa~cfllary
123 Btoadway 5E 101 Broadway NE

303 Ash St. NE

243-2881

